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CHAPTER 2:

AN INTERVIEW WITH LOURENA (JENNISON) MAGIE

THE STORY BEGINS
Lourena Jennison graduated from Healy High School in Healy,
Kansas, in 1932.
a job.

Upon graduation Lourena decided that she needed

Teaching was one of the few careers available to women in

the area whereshe lived, and so Lourena decided to become a
teacher.
At that time Kansas did not require a teaching certificate
to teach elementary school .

Lourena attended a month of teaching

instruction in Gove, Kansas, during the summer of 1932 .
Instruction was provided by experienced teachers.

After her

teaching instruction was completed, Lourena was ready to begin a
teaching career that would span seven years and send her to three
different schools.
SCHOOL BOARD
The three schools in which Lourena taught were each overseen
by their own three member school board .

At each school the

school board hired the teacher and provided the teacher's pay .
The school board also prepared the school at the beginning of
each year cleaning the school, oiling the wooden floors, and
performing any other necessary routine maintenance.
board also provided the coal for heating the school.
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The school
The only
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school board expectation communicated to Lourena at any of the
schools was that she teach the students.
not tell her how or how not to teach .
tell her what or what not to teach.

The school boards did

The school boards did not
As Lourena put it, after the

school year started, she was "on her own."
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
Lourena recalled having a county superintendent while
teaching at Farnsworth and Headlight schools in Lane county.
superintendent observed Lourena twice a year.

The

Just as with the

school board, Lourena does not recall the superintendent ever
criticizing anything she did doing or providing her with any
guidance on what she should be doing.

Lourena does not recall

having a county superintendent while she was teaching at Jerome
school in Gove county.
TEACHING CONTRACT
Lourena taught under an eight-month contract with school
starting after Labor Day.
pay for the teacher.

Each local school board determined the

Lourena felt that each school board treated

her fairly and paid her as much as they could afford to pay.
Lourena received $35 per month while teaching at Farnsworth
school.

She received $55 per month while teaching at Jerome and

$50 per month while teaching at Headlight.

Lourena had no

benefits but also had no money withheld from her check.

Social

security, income tax, and KPERS were not established at that
time.

Although KPERS was not in operation when Lourena was

r
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teaching, she does currently receive a teacher's pension of
$62.24 per month.
CURRICULUM AND TEACHING MATERIALS
In the lower grades (first and second grades) instruction
focused on reading and basic numbers .

The older students

received instruction in physiology, arithmetic, geography,
English, and penmanship .
Teaching materials were scarce in the schools where Lourena
taught.

The schools did have some books but not teaching books.

The only book at the Farnsworth school was a dictionary.
Students were expected to buy their own school books .
Parents were provided with a list of necessary books that could
be bought at the local drugstore.

In addition to the school

books, students needed a Big Chief tablet and a writing utensil
(a pencil if the student was in the lower grades or a fountain
pen and ink if the student was in the upper grades).
taught during the Depression.

Lourena

The Depression was not a very

prosperous time for the nation and in particular for farmers.
During the Depression money was tight for everyone and Lourena
realized it.

The school books used by students did not change

while Lourena was teaching allowing for students to pass books on
to their siblings.

Even as bad as times were then, Lourena does

not recall any student not having the necessary books.

She

attributes this to the fact that education was very important to
most families.
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NONTEACHING DUTIES
Since country schools were often very isolated, Lourena
found herself being a jack-of-all-trades.

Not only did she teach

but she also performed the duties seen performed today by
custodians and school nurses.

Lourena also was responsible for

getting to the school early enough on cold mornings to get the
stove started, so that the school would be warm.

At Jerome

school she even found herself thrust into the role of baseball
coach.
SCHOOL REQUIREMENTS
Students were required to attend school from the time they
were six years old until they completed eighth grade.

Students

were required to buy their own books and were required to provide
their own transportation to school.

Upon the completion of

eighth grade, students were required to pass an exit exam .
Lourena never had to retain a student and never had a student
fail the eighth grade exam.

Students were not requ~red to attend

high school but most did unless they lived a great distance from
school.
A TYPICAL DAY

At each school, Lourena determined when the day would begin .
The start times varied from school to school.
time was 8 : 00 a.m . and the latest was 9:00 a.m.

The earliest start
Lourena started

the day by reading a scripture selection to the students, saying
a prayer, and conducting the flag salute.
began.

After that the lessons

The order and content of the lessons varied based on the
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needs of the students.

Students left their desks and went to a

bench near the teacher's desk when it was their turn to answer
questions and receive instruction.

If a student needed help at

other times, the student would raise their hand and Lourena would
go to their desk to help them.
afternoon recess .
the schools .

There was a morning and an

There was no playground equipment at any of

Lourena always went to recess with the students.

Recess consisted of games thought of by the students.
popular games were Auntie Over and Red Rover.
their lunches to school and ate lunch mid-day .

Two

Students brought
Lourena also

determined the time school would end at each school.

The day

ended between 2:00 p.m. and 3:00 p . m. depending on the school.
There was no typical routine at the end of the day.

However,

students did pick up around their desks before they went home for
the day.
FARNSWORTH

Lourena's first teaching position was at Farnsworth school.
She began teaching during the 1932-33 school year and taught
there for five years.

While teaching at Farnsworth, Lourena

lived at home with her parents.

Her parents' home was located

approximately a quarter of a mile from the school.

She either

walked or drove the family car to school.
Lourena had students in each of the eight grades.
taught there, she served approximately seven students.

While she
The

students either were driven to school by their parents or walked
(the longest distance walked by a student was 2 miles one way).
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Laurena even had her brother as a student the first year she
t aught at Farnsworth.
Lourena re c alled several memorable moments while teaching at
Farnsworth .

Two of these times included snakes.

One day after

school began, one of the boys went down to the outhouse.

He

returned quickly to inform Laurena that there was a rattlesnake
behind the outhouse .

Laurena went to check and there it was--

about 10 feet long and ready to strike.
anyone because she had no phone.
problem herself.

Lourena could not call

She had to take care of the

She looked around for a post or something to

strike the rattler with and found nothing.
to find some rocks to throw at the snake.
with a few little rocks .

She sent the children
The children returned

Lourena was so nervous when she threw

the rocks at the rattler sometimes the rocks hit but more often
than not the rocks just rolled away.

The rocks rolled so far

away t h at she could not retrieve the rocks to throw them again.
About that time Laurena's father was returning on his horse from
checking cattle in a pasture north of the school.

He saw the

situation, rode down to the school, and killed the rattler with
his whip.

Lourena never found another rattlesnake on the school

grounds but did see other harmless garden type snakes like blue
racers and bull snakes .
Lourena did have another experience with snakes. She had
established a nature corner in the school building.

Students

were encouraged to bring things for the nature corner .

One day a

third grader named Teddy came to school with an old, bent-up,
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rusty bucket.

He asked Lourena to guess what was in the bucket .

She guessed a toad and he replied, "Nope."

He walked up to

Lourena and showed her the bucket's contents .
rattlesnake.

It was a baby

Lourena asked Teddy how in the world he got that

snake into the bucket .

He replied that he took a little stick

and chased him into the bucket.
for the nature corner.

Lourena did not keep the snake

Instead she killed that snake and buried

it.
The time Lourena was teaching at Farnsworth also coincided
with the huge dust storms.

These storms were scary to the

children and Lourena felt that she was completely unprepared to
deal with the children when they were afraid.

One afternoon

Lourena still had two children at school when one of the dirty,
black windstorms came up.

Nobody could drive anywhere.

All

Laurena could think of was what was she going to do with the
children .

She knew they could not stay at the school because

there was nothing to eat or drink.

She could not even call the

parents because there was no telephone at the school .
hold of both the children and headed outside.
anything--not even her parents' house or barn.
where the fence was located.

She took

She could not see
She walked toward

She grabbed hold of the fence and

used that to lead her and the children to her parents' home.
Once she arrived at the house, Laurena still could not call
anyone because her parents did not have a phone either.
fed the children supper and put them to bed.
the dirt was not blowing.

Laurena

The next morning

Lourena and the children returned to
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the school building and cleaned it up so they could continue with
school.
The most frightening moment of Lourena's career also
occurred at Farnsworth.

Lourena had one little girl named Norma

whom had awful nosebleeds.

Sometimes Lourena would use all the

water trying to get her nosebleeds to stop.

One day Lourena had

Norma lie down and use a wet towel on the nosebleed.

Next thing

Lourena knew, Norma was swallowing the blood and throwing up.
But even after Norma threw up, the bleeding would not stop.
Lourena's parents had gone to town so she did not have a car and,
of course, there was still no phone.
Norma was going to bleed to death.
to the nearest house .

Lourena was scared that
Lourena sent one of the boys

The house was approximately three-quarters

of a mile from the school .

When the boy got there the woman of

the house got in touch with another woman who lived about another
mile away and had a car .

The woman drove her car to the school

and took Norma to her parents.

Norma's parents could not get the

bleeding to stop either and had to take Norma to the doctor .
This incident really made it clear to Lourena just how helpless
she was sometimes because of the isolated location of the school.
Farnsworth school was closed at the end of the 1936-37
school term because of low enrollment.

Lourena found it

necessary to find a new teaching position.
JEROME

Lourena's next teaching position was at Jerome school in
Gove county.

She taught there only during the 1937-38 school
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term.

Jerome school was located too far from her parents' home

to remain living with them, and so Lourena boarded with a family
that lived about a mile and a half from the school.

Lourena did

not have a car so she walked to school every day.
Jerome was the largest school Lourena taught at in regard to
student population.
eight grades.
parents.

She had 18 students distributed accross all

All of the students were driven to school by their

No students lived any farther than eight miles from

school .
With 18 students, Lourena often felt she did not really get
to teach but instead spent all of her time making assignments and
grading papers.

The experience in dealing with children Lourena

gained while teaching at Farnsworth allowed her to be more
assertive with the children at Jerome than when she began
teaching.

She felt that she was fortunate to have a school full

of good kids.

When she told them what to do, that was exactly

what they did.
Only once in her career did Lourena have a negative
experience with a parent and that occurred at Jerome.

Lourena

had a young boy named Kelvin in class who just never seemed to
get his spelling lesson learned.

One day Lourena made Kelvin

stand in the corner until he learned his spelling lesson.
Kelvin's mother was upset and called all of the school board
members and the other parents about it.

Lourena called a meeting

of all the parents and explained the situation to them.

Lourena

told the parents that the punishment was not the one she would
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have chosen to use but that the students themselves had
determined this would be an appropriate punishment when someone
did not learn their lessons.

The crisis was resolved; and after

his negative experience, Kelvin always completed his spelling
lesson.
Lourena's one coaching experience also came at Jerome.
Since there were so many students, one of the students thought it
would be a good idea to have a baseball game against a nearby
school.

Lourena did not know anything about baseball but some of

the boys did.

The children convinced her to set up the game.

The game was arranged and the students from the other school came
to Jerome to play.
embarrassed .

Jerome lost and Laurena was thoroughly

She felt that her team lost because she did not

know enough about baseball.

At that point Laurena decided that

she was a teacher not a baseball coach.
Lourena taught at Jerome only one year .

During that year

she became engaged to Clayton Magie and was to marry him in
August.

Clayton and Laurena planned to live in a house located

near Lourena's childhood home.

Jerome school was located too far

away for Lourena to continue teaching there , and so Lourena was
in search of a teaching position again.
HEADLIGHT
Lourena's last teaching position was at Headlight school.
She taught there during the 1938-39 school term .

Lourena was

living with her husband and drove to school each day.
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Lourena had eight students at Headlight .

The students all

lived too far from the school to walk, and so their parents drove
them.
Lourena again had problems with the outhouse and a snake at
Headlight school.

One student named Gilbert went to the

outhouse.

He came back and told Lourena there was a snake in the

outhouse.

Lourena checked and there it was--only it was a bull

snake this time instead of a rattlesnake.

Since Headlight school

had a phone, Lourena called her Uncle Arlie who lived a couple of
miles from the school for help.
the snake.

He came to the school and killed

However, Gilbert was afraid to ever use the outhouse

again by himself.

Whenever he needed to relieve himself, Lourena

would have to go with him and stand outside the door until he was
finished.
THE STORY ENDS
Lourena's teaching career ended at the end of the 1938-39
school term.

At that time Kansas began to require elementary

school teachers to hold a teaching certificate to teach .

Lourena

loved teaching and did not want to quit but she had been married
for less than a year and did not feel she could leave her husband
to attend college.

The closest college for teacher certification

was in Hays, Kansas, but it was approximately ninety miles away
from Lourena's home.

This distance was too great for her to live

at home while attending college .

CHAPTER 3:

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

BIRTH
Lourena Jennison was born on May 31, 1914, to Charles and
Elda Jennison.

She was born in the town that was known as

Farnsworth in the sod home that her grandparents built in 1898.
Lourena was the second of three children.
Vera, was born on August 12, 1912 .

Her older sister,

Her younger brother, Bradley,

was born on October 15, 1919.
YOUTH
Lourena attended her first seven years of school at
Farnsworth school where she would later become a teacher.
her eighth grade year, her family moved to Healy.

Before

Times were

hard and her mother had secured a job at the local grocery store.
Her mother felt like the family needed more things (like decent
clothes) since the girls were getting ready to start high school .
Her father continued to travel back and forth between the farm
and Healy to do chores and take care of the cattle.

Lourena

attended eighth grade in Healy.
After that year her parents decided things were not working
out in town and moved back to the farm.

Lourena and Vera had a

Model T Ford so they could drive to the high school in Healy to
continue their education .

Lourena graduated from Healy High

School in 1938.
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COURTSHIP AND MARRIAGE

Lourena and Clayton first met in church when they were
children.

However, they really started to get to know each other

when Lourena was attending eighth grade in Healy.

They started

dating sometime after Lourena had completed high school and
continued to date for five years.

They were married on August

27, 1938.
FAMILY

Lourena and Clayton had two children.

Their son, Cliff, was

born on April 16, 1944, and their daughter, Claudia, was born on
September 12, 1946.

Cliff married Erma Siemers in June 23, 1967.

Cliff and Erma divorced in 1989.
July 31, 1989.
Cliff:

Cliff married Lois McDaniel on

Lourena and Clayton have four grandchildren from

Michele, born July 27, 1969; Dan, born January 3, 1974;

Joe, born February 9, 1983; and Kimber, born October 6, 1989.
Claudia married Mike Ward on December 1, 1968.
Clayton have two grandchildren from Claudia:

Lourena and

D'Arcy, born August

18, 1970, and Dave, born December 6, 1972.
CAREERS
While Lourena was still teaching, she spent two summers in
Wichita, Kansas, taking classes to become a licensed beautician.
After Lourena quit teaching, she wanted to set up a beauty shop.
She did not have enough money but she had an old bachelor friend
with plenty of money.

Her friend lent her $500.

Lourena used

the money to buy the equipment and supplies to set up a shop in
her home in the country .

She functioned there for a while.

She

I
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then worked as a roving beautician.

Lourena went into her

customers' homes in Healy to do their hair.

Lourena later re-

opened the beauty shop in her home in 1953.

She continued to

operate the beauty shop in her home until her mother-in-law came
to live with Clayton and Lourena in 1979 .
At different times in her life, Lourena was also a
salesperson .

She sold women's dresses at one point.

She also

sold Hokey's (manual floor cleaners) for a time.
Lourena was married to a farmer ; therefore, she spent time
helping on the farm .

In addition to her duties as a housewife,

Lourena milked cows and raised t urkeys .

At one time, Lourena

cared for over 5 , 000 turkeys .
COMMUNITY
Lourena was active in the Healy community.
years as a cub scout leader for Cliff ' s troop.

She spent two
She probably

would have done the same for Claudia in Girl Scouts except there
were not enough girls interested in scouting at Healy to
establish a troop.
Laurena is very active in the United Methodist Church in
Healy.

She taught Sunday School for many years and is still

teaching Sunday School today .

Lourena recalled that she has

taught in every conceivable area of the church except the furnace
room.

Her longest time was spent with the junior high class .

She taught that age group for about 35 years before turning the
class over to another teacher in 1995.

Lourena has also been an

active member of the United Methodist Women for many years .
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LIFE TODAY (APRIL 1996}
When asked to describe what she does today, Lourena jokingly
commented, "Just as little as I can do . "
every Tuesday morning.
Methodist Women.

She attends Bible study

She remains a member of the United

As a member of the UMW, she helps to prepare

funeral dinners and other meals at the church.
teach Sunday school but not every week.

She continues to

She shares the

responsibility of teaching the young married couples class with
other teachers.
Lourena misses her older grandchildren.
older, she sees them less.
and through letters.

As they become

She still stays in touch by the phone

Her two youngest grandchildren still live

in Healy so she gets to spend more time with them than with the
older grandchildren .
Laurena has learned to knit and enjoys knitting afghans .
She mends for her husband, her son, her daughter-in-law, and her
grandchildren.
yard and garden.

Lourena also enjoys spending time working in her

APPENDIX A:

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Following is a rough draft of the questions used in the
interview with Lourena (Jennison) Magie.

Questions were altered,

added, and deleted as the actual interview took place .
**********
BACKGROUND
**********
1.

What inspired you to choose the teaching profession?

2.

Did you have to have any formal education in order to teach?

3.

What years did you practice as a one room school house
teacher?

4.

Where did you live at the time you were teaching?

************
SCHOOL FACTS
************
5.

Where was the school in which you taught located?

6.

Is the school still standing?

7.

Approximately how many students did you teach in a given
day?

8.

What was the age range of your students?

*********************
ADMINISTRATION ISSUES
*********************
9.

Did you have a county superintendent?

10.

If yes, what was his name and how often did you meet with
him?

11.

What was the superintendent's role in the educational
process?
20
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12.

Was there a board of education established?

13.

Can you recall any of the board policies?

14.

What was the typical teacher salary at the time you were
teaching?

********
TEACHING
********
15.

What did the average day of teaching consist of?

16.

What was the most memorable moment of your career?

17.

Are there other events that stand out in your memory?

18.

What were the benefits/advantages of being a one room school
house instructor?

19.

What was the most difficult part of being a one room school
house instructor?

20.

Did any of the historical events that occurred when you were
teaching affect your teaching?

21.

Was there a particular reason why you quit teaching?

*****************
OTHER INFORMATION
*****************
22.

When were you born?

23.

Where did you attend school?

24.

Tell me about your family.

25.

What did you do after your teaching career ended?

26.

Did you engage in any other activities that are related to
the teaching profession?

27 .

What do you do now?

28.

What are your personal accomplishments not related to
teaching?

APPENDIX B:

INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT

The information below is a transcript of the interview
conducted with Lourena (Jennison) Magie.

This is not a word-for-

word transcript--some inconsequential information was omitted.
The actual tape of the interview is included with the project.
Some information given in the interview was found to be
inaccurate and was corrected later by Lourena or one of her
children.

The interviewer's questions are underlined.

The

interviewee's comments are not underlined .

***THIS IS ONLY A DRAFT COPY OF THE TRANSCRIPT.***
What inspired you to choose the teaching profession?
Well I had just gotten out of high school and I needed
something to do.

I needed money.

What kind of other opportunities may have been open to you if you
wouldn't have went into teaching
I don't think there was one that I could do .
Did you have to have any formal education at that time in order
to teach?
I had a month of summer instruction from some older
teachers.
Do you remember where that was at?
At Gove city.
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Were there other students in your class too that were learning
how to become teachers at the same time?

And when you got done

with the program did you have a certificate of completion or
something to show that you had finished?
No I didn't.

I didn't have that.

How did the school districts know that you were qualified to
teach?
I don't think they knew I was qualified to teach .
What years did you practice as a one room school house teacher?
When did your career begin and when did it end?
Started in 1932 and taught for seven years .
Where did you practice?

Did you practice in the same school for

your entire profession?

Oh no.

I taught in three different schools.

Could you tell me where they were and kind of where they're
located?
I can even tell you the name of the first one.
Farnsworth school.

It was the

And then the next one--I taught three years

there--and then I taught at Headlight school and I taught there 1
year and they kind of ran out of kids.
teaching the first school too.

I guess that's why I quit

We ran out of kids .

And then

when I taught in the Jerome school that was in Gove county and I
taught the rest of the year there.
Now Farnsworth school was located about where you live right now .
Is that correct?
Yeah .

In the same general vicinity?
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Where was the Headlight school located at?
It was about four miles east of Healy, KS.
And the Jerome school, where would it be about like is there any
landmarks to reference us to where it used to be?
It was about a mile west of highway 23 and it was on the
north side of the Smoky Hill River.
When you were teaching in these different schools, were you
always living in the same place?

Or did you live near the

schools where you were teaching?
When I taught at Jerome I boarded with a family over there.
But the other two schools I drove from home.
Now when you say you drove from home, you had a car to drive?
Mmm hmm (yes).
I wasn't sure on the historical on whether you would have a car
or a horse or something .
It was the family car.

So everybody else had to stay home

while I was using it.
Some facts about the school.
was like in Farnsworth?

Can you describe what your school

The physical characteristics and what

type of things were found inside the school building?
It was really quite a large school house.

And it had double

desks so that two kids could sit in the same desk.
huge blackboard in the far end of it.

And it had a

And then there was a kind

of a platform there so that you had to step up on it and that was
so that the teacher's desk could be up there so the teacher could
see what was going on all the time .

And then on the entryway
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there was quite a big entryway for no more students than there
were and it had a door in the west side and a door in the east
side.
Did you still have outhouses then?
Yes.

We still had outhouses.

And we heated that school

house that was so big and the ceilings were so high that it was
kind of like a potbellied stove and then it had another portion
to it that went up the the chimney that was at least 20 inches in
diameter and 10 or 12 feet tall to the chimney.
Did the kids have play equipment or basically did you just play
your own games and things like that. no swings or anything?
We didn't have a swing.

We didn't have anything .

We did

have a baseball and a bat.
Now is the school that was in Farnsworth is it still standing at
this time?
Yes.

It's not standing where it was.

The district didn't

have enough pupils to keep functioning and so they sold the
school house.

And my father was just a quarter of a mile from

the school house was and he had it moved down to the farm where I
had lived all those years and he made it into a shop and a catch
all place .
Now your school at Headlight was it set up similar to what the
physical characteristics of it or was it different?
It wasn't nearly as big as the school house was at
Farnsworth.

And the set up was just about the same.

coat closet and a nice blackboard.

It had a

But it did have some books.
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It had some other things for us to work with and I had a nicer
desk.

The teacher's desk was nicer than the one I had.

I don't

know what to the one that was.
It's not there any more?
No.
Did it have any playground equipment or anything?
No .

We had some ball stuff but we didn't have a bat.

We

played a lot of Auntie Over and a lot of I can't think what that
game was called right now where you divided up sides and then
you'd try to see if one side could get over in the live of the
other side.
Red rover?
Yeah .

Something like that.

Your school at Jerome was it any different that the other two
schools where you taught?
No .

Not very much different.

little different.

There's one thing that was a

Farnsworth had no water on the school grounds .

So beings my dad was only a quarter of a mile from the school
house we had a big stone jar and he saw to it that we had water
there enough to drink and enough to wash our hands with that sort
of thing .

And I believe the Headlight school was the same way.

I don't think we had a well on the school grounds.

But then when

I taught at Jerome why they had a well on the school grounds.
But they didn't have much equipment.

The kids just played and I

only had one, two, three, four pupils in Farnsworth school.
in Headlight I had 6 pupils.

And

And in the Jerome school I had 18

I
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kids in all eight grades.

And I felt like I wasn't really

teaching there I was just making assignments and grading papers.
But I enjoyed that school.

Those were goods kids.

I was just getting ready to ask you how many students you had so
you kind of got ahead of me a bit.
Farnsworth you had four students.

When you were teaching at
What were their age ranges?

Do you remember what grades they were in or how old they were?
My brother was one of them.

And there was a hired man who

lived across the creek and worked for Ed Gaino and they had two
kids.

I guess that was all they had.

Oh no .

There were two

other little girls that lived up where oh up there on the corner
you know, where the windmill fell down.
Over by the Schwietzer Quarter?
Yes
So you had five kids then.

Were they the lower primary range or

just the whole range between 1 and 8 grades?
No we didn't have any eighth graders when I taught there.
had 6 kids there.

I had 7 kids there.

That's all.

a girl that walked over from way over north.

Two boys and

And then there was

two little girls that lived on the Schwietzer Quarter.

And then

2 kids at the cement house that was Nelson and Norma Magie.
How far were the kids having to walk to school every day?
would have been the longest walk?
Yes.

The ones that lived--

I think they were at least two miles.

I

What
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So they walked two miles to school and back every day?
When did your school year start?

(NOD)

Did you start in August or

Sept?
No it started in September.

I think it was like some of the

other schools that started as soon as Labor Day was over.
How long did you typically go then before you had your summer
break?
I think we taught 8 months at that time.

I'm not sure that

I ever taught a nine month school.
How long was your school day?

What time did school start and

about when did you get done?
I think we started at 9 o'clock in one of those schools, and
8 o'clock in one of the others, and 8:30 at Jerome.
time for us.

No one set a

I set it myself.

Depending on your students?
Yes.
So how long did you go?

Was it like half days or did they go

full days of school?
Yes.
Full days?
Even the first grade kids went to school a full day.
SO did days go to 2 or 3 in the afternoon?
Yes.
And they would pack their lunches?
Yes.
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You said when you went to Headlight you quit teaching at
Farnsworth because the school closed, there weren't enough
students to keep it open.

So then you went to headlight.

About

how many students did you have their and what were their age
ranges.

Did you go the whole eight grades or not?

I had Roland and Gilbert Mumma.

I had three Selfridge kids.

I had a Limon boy from one family and two Limon girls from a
related family.

That's all I had from there .

And how long were they traveling .

What was your longest one from

headlight?
I think when I was at Headlight I don't think anyone walked
to school.

I think their parents brought their kids to school .

This is kind of back tracking.
we were talking.
kids go to school?

I just thought of the question as

When Farnsworth closed. where did all of those
Did they go into town or did they not go to

school?
They went into town school.
And that would be in Healy?
In Healy.
Then you went to Jerome and you said that was your big class
wasn't it?
Yes.
there too.

With lots of kids?
And they didn't have a bus.

The parents brought them

And most of them were not too far away.

think any of them were farther that eight miles away.
even that much.

I don't
Maybe not

Because I wasn't for sure where two of those
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families lived.

I just knew they lived north of the school

house.
You said at Jerome it was a little different because you had more
students so it kind of changed the way you went about your
teaching?
Sure did .

When you have kids in every grade from starting

to school to eighth grade and I boarded with people that lived a
mile and a half from the school house and I walked that every
day.

I got there in time to start the fire and those were just

real good kids.

They never were real problems of any kind.

said do this or do that, that's what they did.

If I

But I'd learned

to be a little more aggressive at that time.
A little more experience under your belt?
Yes.
And now just on to some administration type issues.
a county superintendent?

Did you have

I know the first two schools were in

Lane county and the third was in Gove county.

Do you remember

anything about who he was or what really his role was?

What he

did?
He visited our schools and just looked around.

He never

criticized what I was doing or told me what I should be doing or
anything.

He'd just come.

that time.
Jerome.

I think he came twice a year during

And I never had a superintendent when I was at

Which kind of seemed out of character to me.

So who hired you when you started to work for a school?
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We had a three member school board.

We had a secretary, a

treasurer and I can't think of what the other one did unless he
was just there .
Did they take care of all the schools within the county.

Were

they underneath the same board?
No.

Every school had their own board.

Their role was to hire you .

Once they hired you did they

basically, what else did they do?
They never showed up again until I.
deliver my check each month.

Until one of them would

They never told me what to do or

what not to do .
So I guess if they have any established policies you really must
not effected you because you didn't

because.

Their policy was to give me my check I guess.

They

furnished of course the coal for the heater and all that stuff .
Usually the school board got the house ready and we just had
wooden floors and they always oiled the wooden floors so you had
problems to keep the kids from getting oily when sliding in
school house.

We got along with that.

I never had any criticism

except at Jerome where I had all those kids and I had one kid
that just would never get his spelling so I said to the kids well
if Kelvin can't get his spelling lesson I guess he'll have to
stand in the corner and read it and memorize it.

Well his mom

just threw a fit they called all the board members and all the
parents and I explained to them that the kids were the ones that
decided when they didn't get their work that they had to have
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some kind of punishment.

So I called them all in and talked to

them and told them I said isn't exactly they way I would of done
it but the kids are the ones that decided that was the way it
should be handled .

He only stood there for 30 minutes and you

know he got his spelling after that.

That was the only criticism

I had all the time I was teaching.
What was your starting salary when you first started teaching?
How much did you get paid?
I think I got 35 dollars a month.
Now I think we were talking about this earlier, that was 35
dollars you kept because they didn't have social security yet,
and they didn't have income taxes yet.
that a good salary?

So it was all yours.

Was

Did a teacher get paid well?

I don't know what other teachers got but I'm pretty sure
that this was as much as they could afford to pay me at that time
but it was enough for me to get a new pair of shoes and a new
winter coat that I needed desperately.
I guess when your first two schools didn't have many expenses
cause you were still living at home with your parents.
I had to pay board and room when I taught in Jerome and I
think that was only 25 dollars a month or 20 dollars a month.
In Jerome then how much did you get paid cause that was the end
of your teaching career.
That was kind of in the middle.

But I think I got 45

dollars a month when I was there.
And at Headlight that you were getting about?
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And at Headlight I think I finally got 50 dollars a month.
Now was Headlight your last school?

So did you do Farnsworth,

Jerome then Headlight or what order did you do them in?

I must be mixed up there .

I think it Farnsworth, Headlight

then Jerome.
So Jerome wasn't that place you were teaching?
I

think I was getting 55 dollars there.

I thought I was

really doing something.
So that was good.

What were the expectations?

school board just wanted you to teach them .
expectation?
school?

You said the

So was that the

How did the kids know when they were done with

Like did you say O . K . , you passed 8th grade your done?

Did they have like exit test that they took to demonstrate that
they had mastered whatever it was or how did they know when they
were done with school?
Well, I guess they knew when they were done with school.

I

guess you just go to school until you graduated from eighth
grade.
So they didn't have retention even if a kid didn't learn anything
in first grade he always went to second grade?
Yes.
So you always passed .

You never retained?

No.
So they went to grade school eight years and whatever they
learned in those eight years was what they learned?
Yes.
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You said that the school board never really criticized you and
the superintendent maybe visited a couple of times a year.
expectations did they hold for you?

What

Just to teach the children?

Did they have any of those rules that you sometimes hear about
like the teacher couldn't be married or anything like that?
No.

I was just totally on my own.

I don't remember even

asking the school board's about any of those things .

I guess I

just thought I could do it and I did it.
Now into the actual teaching part of your day.
typical day like?

What was your

When you started out your day what did you do

and walk me through a typical school day in those time.
Well I think first of all I read some scripture to them and
we had a prayer .

Then we saluted the flag.

busy getting the lessons.

And then we just got

We had a certain bench there so they

could leave their desk and go to the bench to answer the
questions or like that.

All they had to do if they thought they

needed help was to hold up their hand and I would go and explain
things to them .
What type of subjects were typical?
For the little kids it was mostly just learning to read and
learning their numbers and then just working on to one and one is
two and four and four is eight and all that kind of stuff.

And

then when you got a little past the what I would call the
Kindergarten and 1st and 2nd grade , why then we had physiology,
arithmetic, geography, reading, English, and writing .
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Now when you say writing do you mean like storytelling or
penmanship?
Penmanship.
So they had their studies.

What else did you do during the

school day besides your regular lessons?
We had recess in the morning.
afternoon.

We played a lot of Auntie Over and games that the

kids would take up to do.
them.

We had recess in the

I can't remember the names of all of

It seems to me like when we had enough pupils we lined up

over here and we lined up over here and you were always trying to
get someone off of this group over onto this group.
Kind of like a red rover game?
Yes.
They brought their lunch to school?
Yes.
And so half way through the day or so you would eat your lunch
and stuff?
Yes.
Did you have any ending?

Like in the morning you said you

started with scripture, a prayer and the flag salute?
have anything you did at the end of the day?

Did you

Or was the day just

over when the time was up?
It was just over when the time was up.
What would happen if you couldn't come to school one day?

Did

you get sick or did you just come to school regardless of what
was going on?
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I can't remember ever missing a day of school when I was
teaching school .
Fair enough.
Oh I have to take that back .
times I had cramps so bad.

When I had my period so many

One day when I was teaching at Jerome

I couldn't go to school that day.
So did the kids just not have school or did somebody come fill in
for you?

DO you remember how that turned out?

I really don't know.
But it wasn't really typical for the teacher to miss school ever
then?
No.

What duties did you have that really weren't teaching duties?
You talked about having to go light up the stove in the one
school and the other school your dad would bring the water so the
kids would have water.

What other kind of things did you do at

the school that weren't really actually teaching?
The most strenuous one was that I had a little girl that had
nose bleeds so bad just without doing anything.

And sometimes

I'd use up the whole water for her and one day I said to her why
don't you lie down a while.

I had given her a towel.

The first

thing I knew she wasn't bleeding out of her nose she was
s wallowing the blood and then she threw it up.

It was messy to

clean up .
What was one of the most memorable moments of your teaching
career?

Something that really just stands out that happened .

Or
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would you rather tell me some stories.

Maybe there's not one

that really stands out but some different things that really kind
of stick out in your mind.
Well the thing about this was her mother and dad lived over
here on the other cement house.
clear up on the other corner .
with her .

Then the two little girls lived
And I just didn't know what to do

She was still bleeding .

Even after she threw up she was still bleeding .

So I sent one of

the little boys over to the cement house to tell his mother what
was going on .

I was scared to death .

to bleed to death.
have anything.

I was afraid she was going

And there I was I didn't have a car, I didn't

I didn't have a telephone.

Nothing.

That was a

pretty memorable day for me .
Did the other mother come help you out?
Yes .

She did .

But what she did--the other woman clear up

on the other corner had a car.

And so she was the one that came

and then they took her home to her mother.
her to the doctor.

And then they took

And that was Norma Magie.

That married Fred

Nolte.
Everything turned out alright at the end though?
Alright again.

She has always had lots of trouble with that

blood and other things too.

But we got through that day.

Ordinarily I would have been the closest one to the school house
down here but my folks had taken the car and gone to town.
just so helpless .

I was
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So you were a school nurse too besides being teacher.

What other

things kind of stand out in your mind. incidents that happened
while you were teaching?
I don't know.

I played a lot with the kids .

the kids out to play just all by themselves .

I never turned

I was on the school

grounds when they were out on the school ground too .

One day

after school started here at Farnsworth school we had a boys'
wooden toilet and a girls' wooden toilet.

Her one of the boys

came and said that there's a snake behind our toilet.

I went

down there and it was a big old rattle snake, all coiled up ready
to eat somebody .
anything.

There weren't any old posts, there weren't

I wasn't going to leave that thing there to bite one

of those kids.

So I said to them--go up towards the school house

and see if you can find any rocks.

They came back with a few

little rocks about that size (she indicated the size of a golf
ball).

I was so nervous of course that I would throw them and it

would hit him and then it would roll away from him.
so far away we couldn't pick them up again.

And they got

And about that time

I saw my dad coming from the north pasture, north of the school
house.

He came down there to see what we were doing.

riding his horse.

He was

He had been looking after the cattle.

And he

just took his old black snake whip off from the saddle and just
killed him with that black snake whip.
long.

It must have been 10 feet

But we never had another rattle snake there.

But we did

have snakes on the school grounds but they were more like bull
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snakes or blue racers or something like that.

Garden type

snakes.
Did your kids ever get a snake and put it in your desk or in your
lunch or anything mischievous like that?
Oh no.

I always had the best kids that ever was.

No mischief at all?
Not very much.

Then when I taught at Headlight school, why

there was a bull snake in the boys' toilet .

So I had a phone at

that school house and I just called Uncle Arlie that lived about
two miles from the school house to tell him to come get that
snake and he did.

And then Gilbert never would go to the toilet

again unless I went with him .

So I'd go with him and stand

outside the door until he got relieved.
He was afraid there was another snake in there?
Behind the door.
I was teaching school .

Some pretty exciting things happened while
I think back about them and think about

all the things that could have happened when I couldn't reach out
for help.

I think when Norma was scaring me with that nose bleed

thing was the scariest thing I had.
really in danger any other times.

Because no one else was
And then one night I had 2

little kids that were still at the school house when one of those
black dirty windstorms came up and nobody could go anywhere.
thought what will I do with these kids?

I

And I thought well we

can't stay here because we wouldn't have anything to eat or drink
or anything to keep warm not even a jacket .

So I just took a

hold of both of those little kids and went out to the first fence
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I saw and I couldn't see the house or the barn or anything.
just walked them by the fence down to the house.

I

We didn't have

a telephone and their folks didn ' t have a telephone.

And they

had no idea where those kids were or what they were doing.
When t he parents dropped their kids off at school or when the
kid s walked to school , they basically trusted y ou t hat y ou were
g oing to do whatever needed to be done to take care of them?
So we had supper and I put the little kids to bed and they
had sleep.

Just got along fine.

The next morning the dirt

wasn't blowing so we went back and cleaned the dirt out of the
school house so we could have school.
Do y ou remember why those were the only two there?

Had they just

not left yet or were there ~nly t wo kids in school t hat day ?
I only had five kids at that time.

I had two kids in one

family, and two kids in another family and then I had another one
that was in the 7th grade which reminds me, he had to walk to
school too and he came walking over the hill with an old bent up,
rusty bucket.
house.

We had set up a little nature corner in the school

And he said, "Guess what I've got in my bucket?"

"I don't know, a toad?"

"nope"

I said

So he came walking up to me and

he had a little rattle snake in that bucket .
how did you get that in that bucket?"

And I said , "Teddy ,

And he said oh I just

found a little stick and chased him in there . "
I take it that didn't stay in your nature corner.
it loose or did you kill it?

Did y ou turn
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No.

I killed it and buried it.

that was a rattle snake."

And I said "Didn't you know

And he said, "Yes but I just chased

him in there . "
Typical little boy thing.
Yes.

He was in the third grade.

Anything else. other memories, things that stick out in your
mind?
Oh yes.

It was the baseball game.

We had enough kids over

at Jerome school that someone thought we ought to have a baseball
game with another teacher.

I didn't know any more about baseball

than a newborn baby would .

I finally agreed to have the baseball

game.

The other school came down to where we were .

I had no

more idea what those kids ought to do out there than not.
So how did they get ready?

Did you practice to try to get ready?

Or did the boys have an idea how to play baseball or how did that
work?
They sort of did but I sure wasn't a coach.
but I wasn't a coach.

I was a teacher

I felt so embarrassed about it .

So did your team win or lose?
I don't remember that but I'm pretty sure we lost because I
didn't enough to tell them any different.
Do you have any other stories you'd like to tell?
Well right at the moment I can't think of any.
Well if you think of one we can always just jump right into it.
What did you see as the benefits of being a one room school house
teacher?

What was good about that?

What did you like about it?
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I just loved teaching school.

So your next question is why

did I quit.
Well if you want to go on to that we can go on to it right now.
I

couldn't teach any more without a certificate.

I

had been

married for a year and I didn't want to go off to college.
So you quit because the state of Kansas came up with some rules
on what you had to do to be a teacher?
Yes.
So you quit because you were a newlywed and you didn't want to
leave your husband to go?
Yes.
Do you remember--if you would have decided to go on and do that,
where would have the nearest college been or what did they
require?
Hays, KS.
And what did they require?
I don't have any idea.
I didn't want to go to Hays.

I wasn't interested in finding out.
I didn't want to leave by husband.

We talked a little bit before it was on tape, and so we'll talk a
little bit more about it now, what kind of teaching materials did
you have to teach with?
school to school.

And I know it probably varied from

What kind of materials did you have and then.

if you didn't have materials, did you have funds to get them or
how did you go about getting materials?
that?

What did you do about
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First of all, all of the kids had to buy their own books.
We used their own books.

Then we did have some old books there

but they weren't like teaching books .

Mostly we just used the

books that the kids brought .
They could have brought any kinds of books from home?

Or did you

tell them what kinds of books to get?
No.

They had a list for 1st grade, 2nd grade, and all the

other grades.

Once you get your books why that's what you did.

Where would they get their books at?
At Dighton .
Did they have a store that sold school books?
I think the drugstore was the one that sold the school
books.
When you decided what the 1st graders were going to learn, you
told the drugstore at Dighton these are the kinds of books my 1st
graders are going to need and they made sure that the books were
available?

I didn't have to tell them.

The parents did that.

The

parents went and got the books and all of that.
The typical family, would they keep their books for other kids if
they had younger siblings?
Yes.
Really books didn't change very much from year to year. what you
used?
Not while I was teaching school.
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Was that exoensive for the families?

Or was that just a typical

cost that they expected they were going to have to do so their
kids could go to school?
Yes.

It was also a very unproductive time for everyone.

We'd been through those dust storms.
crops.

All that kind of stuff.

We weren't raising good

They sure weren't going to throw

a book away to buy a new one if the other one was still all
there.
Did you ever have kids that couldn't afford to get books?
No.

I don't think we ever did .

Somehow or another those

families got those books.
In the school house, would you have like a dictionary or a bible
or what type of things?
Yes.

This big old dictionary that weighed about 20 pounds .

It was that big and thick (indicated about 5 inches) .
Since you had a chalkboard, you must have had the chalk?
And the chalkboard was green.
much .

So it didn't show up very

It was also hard to write on it.

It was more like slate.

It wasn't like a paint that it would stick on very much.
Now did the kids do their work on slates or did they have
notebook paper and pen and ink by then?
They had those big old red Big Chief notebooks.
Did they have pencils or did they use ink and inkwells?
In their writing book, there was always a sheaf of paper for
them to write on for each lesson that they took.
Did they use pens or pencils?
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I think the older kids had ink and pens and the younger ones
had pencils .
Did they really have the inkwell and ink pen or did you already
have the pens that had the ink in them?
We didn't have inkwells I don't think .
didn't have any bottles that fit in them .

Or if we did we
So we just used the

ink bottle that had a lid on it.
There wasn't any real examination for kids to exit school.

They

just went to school eight years and what they learned in eight
years is whatever they learned.

Was there mandatory school ages?

Did people have to send their kids to school then and were kids
supposed to go to school until they were a certain age or was it
up to the individual families?
I don't think the schools that I was teaching anyway, I
don't think anyone thought other than to get their kids books and
get them to school.
Was there a typical age when kids were expected to start or did
it depend on the family?
They were supposed to be 6 years.
So mandatory they went to school from the time they were 6 to 14.
Was high school required at that time or was that up to the
families?
I'm not real sure about that.

But most kids went to high

school if they were close enough to be able to get there.
So it kind of depended on the location of where the family was
to.
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Sometimes there would just be one person and houses on the
way that could pick u p.

We d idn ' t have school buses yet.

We talked about some of the thing s you liked about being a one
room school house teacher .
things?

Wh at were some of the difficult

You talked about not hav ing a phone in one of the

schools which was worrisome at times , and having to get up and
start the stove and stuff .

What other t ype of difficult things

were involved in your teaching career?
I certainly didn't hav e a janitor .

I don ' t know.

I don ' t

recall having any real serious things to contend with as far as
the facility was concerned or the way the kids acted or the
parents they had or anything.
Did the kids help you clean up?
No .

Because their parents would be there to pick up their

kids and they didn't want to wait around on them.

It didn't take

me too long to clean it up because when the kids knew and I knew
that it was about time for their parents to be there if they had
papers or scraps or anything on the floor,

I'd say well let's get

ready ' cause your folks are arriving to take you home.
wasn't any problem.

That

All I had left to do was sweep the floor.

You talked about the t wo little girls you had to take home during
the dust storm .

What other historical things that happened when

you were teaching that had some kind of effect on your teaching?
Well I think those dust storms were the most awful thing.
We'd be having school then and all at once there would be this
black cloud rolling in over the hill you know.

It was scary to
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the kids and I was totally unprepared for taking care of the kids
when they were scared.

Wel l then of course the rattle snake

thing and things like that .
seven years that I taught.

Actually I really enjoyed those
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When and where were you born?
I was born in Farnsworth in the sod house that my
grandparent's built in 1898.

And I was born on May 31, 1914 .

Where did you attend school at?
I attended school in Farnsworth for 8 years and--no I
didn't.

My mom decided that we needed to move to town for a

while and so I went to school at Farnsworth for 7 years and we
moved to Healy.

My mom got a job in the grocery store that also

carried shoes and clothes and stuff like that .

I went to high

school the next year in Healy .
Did you move to town just so your mom could get a job or did she
move to town so it would be easier for you kids to go to school?
Or was it kind of a combination?
A combination I think.

It was still during the Depression

and I think she felt like we needed more things like decent
clothes to wear to school at High school and Dad moved to town
with us but he had to come back and keep doing chores and taking
care of the cattle.

And so that was the end of that experiment.

We all moved back to the farm after that year.
Tell me a little bit about how you and your husband met.

Where

you met, when you got married and that type of thing.
We probably first met in church and then we met in the 8th
grade while I was going to school in Healy.
everybody by that time.

Everybody knew

That's where I got acquainted with him--

really got acquainted not just to see him in church or something.
We moved back to the farm and then my sister and I we had an old
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model T Ford.

We drove that back and forth to high school.

Didn't have a top on it part of the time.
So you had a convertible?
Well .

Yeah a car without a top.

When did you and Grandpa get engaged?

Were you teaching at that

time?
Well actually we dated for 5 years before we got married.
So you were dating Grandpa most of the time you were teaching?
Yes.
Did he ever help you out at school?

Or did he just have to

listen to you when you were out or did you not really talk about
that?
Usually when we had a date then when he would bring me home,
he would decide when he'd see me again.
Did his involvement change when you got married?

And when did

you get married?
August 27, 1938.
You quit teaching because Kansas changed it's regulations and you
didn't want to leave your husband.

That last year when you were

teaching were you still boarding with that family?
No.

I only taught one term a Jerome.

Where were you teaching when you were married to Grandpa?
Headlight.
Did you teach at Headlight two different times?
No .
Did you go from Farnsworth, to Jerome and ended up at Headlight?
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Yes.
What did you do after you quit teaching?
I thought I needed to do something so I spent a summer in
Wichita becoming a licensed beautician.

I didn't have enough

money to set up a shop but I had an old bachelor friend that had
plenty of money and nobody to spend it on so I borrowed $500 from
him and I could get all of my equipment with that.

That was

after I was married and we lived over in this little house over
here.

I functioned there for a while.

Healy and I was a roving beautician.
houses.

I went from there into
So I went to the customers'

Clayton finally rebelled at that so then I had my shop

in this house.
What other kinds of things did you do career wise?

Did you have

other jobs that you did or obviously you were a farm wife so I'm
sure you helped out on the farm.
(SHAKES HEAD NO)
So you never had to help out on the farm?
Yeah I milked cows.
sometimes .

We raised turkeys.

Those are some things I could do.

to milk cows before I got married.
Hokeys and women's dresses.

We had 5000 turkeys
I had learned how

I sold things too.

I sold

By that time I decided I was to busy

to do all of that outside of the home.
Was it because of your children?
less outside of your home?

Is that why you decided to do
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Yes.

I think so.

I think by that time I had kids that I

had to take to music lessons and to scouts and to band practice.
You know you've got to cut it off somewhere.
Have you done any other things in your life that are related to
teaching?
Yes.

I was a cub scout leader and Claudia didn't know that

she wasn't one of the boys.
How many years did you do the cub scouts?
2

Any other things. did you do the Girl Scouts then for Claudia?
They didn't have enough girls that wanted to be in Girl
Scouts .
Any other type of teaching things that you did?
I taught junior high Sunday school for 35 years.
Do you remember why you started teaching it?
I think it was just something I wanted to do.
Did you pick kids because you liked kids.

You said when you

first started to teach that's what you wanted to do.
good job.

It was a

You could have probably taught adult Sunday school or

something like that.
Oh I did from time to time.

When they were working on the

church and building on the church, I taught in every conceivable
area except the furnace room.

When we still just had the

basement before we built the church on top of it.

We just had

the basement and where the library is now I taught in there.
taught in the SW corner.

I

I taught upstairs at the front of the
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church on the right hand side.

That was where my cousin Tilly

informed me that she just didn't see how in the world I had the
nerve to get up and teach all of those kids that were going to
college.

I said I'm not teaching college stuff.

35 years is the

longest that I kept with the same category.
That was 35 years teaching Jr. High.

But you taught even more

years before that.
I taught before that and after that.
What do you do right now :
Just as little as I can do.
to every Tuesday morning.
women.

I have a Bible class that I go

I'm a member of the united methodist

I take my turn at teaching the young married folks class

when it's my turn.

We take turns doing that.

UMW, we do a lot of cooking.
dinners and things like that.
can get by with.

As a member of

We do a lot of feeding for funeral
At home I do just as little as I

I love my grandchildren .

I just miss them all

so much when they get so far away like going to college.
a little girl that is still 6--a granddaughter.
that's 13.

I still get to see them pretty much.

them I talk to by phone.
get a note from them.

I can write to them.

I have

And a grandson
The rest of
Once in a while I

I miss them.

What are your personal accomplishments.

Things you have done in

life that really just stand out in you mind.

The best of Lourena

Magie.
I don't know whether there's any best.
pretty common with everything I do.

I feel like I am

I finally did learn to knit
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and that's one of my hobbies now .

I mend a lot .

things that some people would throw away .
usually like to have be fix them .
daughter-in-law and my husband .
can't just sit and do nothing.
inside .

I can ' t do that .

do those kind of things .

I mend a lot of

The grandchildren

I mend for my son and
And I get by with doing it.

I

I ought to paint the kitchen

I don ' t have my balance good enough to
My doctor said I shouldn ' t do yard work

or raise garden and I guess he thinks I ' m going to sit in the
house and knit all of the time .
to come back in the house.
now.

But I am old enough to know when

And that ' s kind of the way I live

I read a lot.

Anything else you want to share?
I think that's enough, don't you?

